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Features

Description

• Four independently programmable
counter/timer channels, each with a
readable downcounter and a selectable
16 or 256 prescaler. Downcounters are
reloaded automatically at zero count.

• Selectable positive or negative trigger
initiates timer operation.

• Standard Z-80 Family daisy-chain interrupt
structure provides fully vectored, prioritized
interrupts without external logic. The eTC
may also be used as an interrupt controller.

• Interfaces directly to the Z-80 CPU or-for
baud rate generation-to the Z-80 SIO.

The Z-80 eTC four-channel counter/timer
can be programmed by system software for a
broad range of counting and timing applications. The four independently programmable
channels of the Z-80 eTC satisfy common
microcomputer system requirements for event
counting, interrupt and interval timing, and
general clock rate generation. .
System design is simplified because the eTC
connects directly to both the Z-80 CPU and the
Z-80 SIO with no additional logic. In larger
systems, address decoders and buffers may be
required.
Programming the eTC is straightforward:

each channel is programmed with two bytes; a
third is necessary when interrupts are enabled.
Once started, the eTC counts down, reloads
its time constant automatically, and resumes
counting. Software timing loops are completely
eliminated. Interrupt processing is Simplified
because only one vector need be specified; the
eTC internally generates a unique vector for
each channel.
The Z-80 eTC requires a single + 5 V power
supply and the standard Z-80 single-phase
system clock. It is fabricated with n-channe1
silicon-gate depletion-load technology, and
packaged in a 28-pin plastic or ceramic DIP.
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Functional
Description

The Z-80 CTC has four independent counterl
timer channels. Each channel is individually
programmed with two words: a control word
and a time-constant word. The control word
selects the operating mode (counter or timer),
enables or disables the channel interrupt, and
selects certain other operating parameters. If
the timing mode is selected, the control word
also sets a prescaler, .which divides the system
clock by either 16 or 256. The time-constant
word is a value from 1 to 256.
During operation, the individual counter
channel counts down from the preset time constant value. In counter mode operation the
counter decrements on each of the CLK/TRG
input pulses until zero count is reached. Each
decrement is synchronized by the system
clock. For counts greater than 256, more than
one counter can be cascaded. At zero count,
the down-counter is automatically reset with
the time constant value.
The timer mode determines time intervals as
small as 4 p,s (Z-80A) or 6.4 p,s (Z-80) without
additional logic or software timing loops. Time
intervals are generated by dividing the system
clock with a prescaler that decrements

a preset down-counter.
Thus, the time interval is an integral multiple of the clock period, the prescaler value
(16 or 256) and the time constant that is preset
in the down-counter. A timer is triggered automatically when its time constant value is programmed, or by an external CLKlTRG input.
Three channels have two outputs that occur
at zero count. The first output is a zerocountltimeout pulse at the ZC/TO output. The
fourth channel (Channel 3) does not have a
ZC/TO output; interrupt request is the only
output available from Channel 3.
The second output is Interrupt Request
(INT), which occurs if the channel has its
interrupt enabled during programming. When
the Z-80 CPU acknowledges Interrupt Request,
the Z-80 CTC places an interrupt vector on the
data bus.
The four channels of the Z-80 CTC are fully
prioritized and fit into four contiguous slots in
a standard Z-80 daisy-chain interrupt structure. Channel 0 is the highest priority and
Channel 3 the lowest. Interrupts can be
indiVidually enabled (or disabled) for each of
the four channels.

Architecture

The CTChas four major elements, as shown
in Figure 3.

Internal Control Logic. The CTC internal
control logic controls overall chip operating
functions such as the chip enable, reset, and
read/write logic.

• CPU bus 1/0
• Channel control logic
• Interrupt logic
• Counter/timer circuits
CPU Bus 1/0. The CPU bus 1/0 circuit
decodes the address inputs, and interfaces the
CPU data and control signals to the CTC for
distribution on the internal bus.

Z.8~~~~ {DATA ~ ~~~

Interrupt Logic. The interrupt control logic
ensures that the CTC interrupts interface properly with the Z-80 CPU interrupt system. The
logic controls the interrupt priority of the CTC
as a function of the lEI signal. If IEI is High,
the CTC has priority. During interrupt
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Figure 3. Functional Block Diagram
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Architecture
(Continued)

processing, the interrupt logic holds lEO Low,
which inhibits the interrupt operation on lower
priority devices. If the lEI input goes Low,
priority is relinquished and the interrupt logic
drives lEO Low.
If a channel is programmed to request an
interrupt, the interrupt logic drives lEO Low at
the zero count, and generates an INT signal to
the Z-80 CPU. When the Z-80 CPU responds
with interrupt acknowledge (MI and IORQ)'
then the interrupt logic arbitrates the CTC
internal priorities, and the interrupt control
logic places a unique interrupt vector on the
data bus.
If an interrupt is pending, the interrupt logic
holds lEO Low. When the Z-80 CPU issues a
Return From Interrupt (RETI) instruction, each
peripheral device decodes the first byte
(ED16). If the device has a pending interrupt,
it raises lEO (High) for one Ml cycle. This
ensures that all lower priority devices can
decode the entire RETI instruction and reset
properly.
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CLOCK _ _
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Counter/Timer Block Diagram

Counter/Timer Circuits. The CTC has four
independent counter/timer circuits, each containing the logic shown in Figure 4.
Channel Control Logic. The channel control
logic receives the 8-bit channel control word
when the counter/timer channel is programmed. The channel control logic decodes
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the control word and sets the follOWing
operating conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Interrupt enable (or disable)
Operating mode (timer or counter)
Timer mode prescaler factor (16 or 256)
Active slope for CLK/TRG input
Timer mode trigger (automatic or CLK/TRG
input)
• Time constant data word to follow
• Software reset
Time Constant Register. When the counter/
timer channel is programmed, the time constant register receives and stores an 8-bit time
constant value, which can be anywhere from I
to 256 (0 = 256). This constant is automatically loaded into the down-counter when the
counter/timer channel is initialized, and subsequently after each zero count.

Prescaler. The prescaler, which is used only
in timer mode, divides the system clock frequency by a factor of either 16 or 256. The
prescaler output clocks the down-counter during timer operation. The effect of the pres caler
on the down-counter is a multiplication of the
system clock period by 16 or 256. The prescaler factor is programmed by bit 5 of the
channel control word.
Down-Counter. Prior to each count cycle, the
down-counter is loaded with the time constant
register contents. The counter is then
decremented one of two ways, depending on
operating mode:
• By the prescaler output (timer mode)
• By the trigger pulses into the CLK/TRG
input (counter mode)
Without disturbing the down-count, the Z-80
CPU can read the count remaining at any time
by performing an I/O read operation at the
port address assigned to the CTC channel.
When the down-counter reaches the zero
count, the ZC/IO output generates a positivegoing pulse. When the interrupt is enabled,
zero count also triggers an interrupt request
signal (INT) from the interrupt logic.

Programming

Each 2-80 CTC channel must be programmed prior to operation. Programming
consists of writing two words to the 1/0 port
that corresponds to the desired channel. The
first word is a control word that selects the
operating mode and other parameters; the
second word is a time constant, which is a
binary data word with a value from 1 to 256. A
time constant word must be preceded by a
channel control word.
After initialization, channels may be
reprogrammed at any time. If updated control
and time constant words are written to a channel during the count operation, the count continues to zero before the new time constant is
loaded into the counter.
If the interrupt on any Z-80 CTC channel is
enabled, the programming procedure should
also include an interrupt vector. Only one vector is required for all four channels, because
the interrupt logic automatically modifies the
vector for the channel requesting service.
A control word is identified by a 1 in bit O.
A 0 in bit 2 indicates a time constant word is to
follow. Interrupt vectors are always addressed
to Channel 0, and identified by a 0 in bit O.

Addressing. During programming, channels
are addressed with the channel select pins CS]
and CS2. A 2-bit binary code selects the
appropriate channel as shown in the following
table.
Channel

CSl

CSo

o

o
o

o

I
2
3

I

o

I
1

I

Reset. The CTC has both hardware and software resets. The hardware reset terminates all
down-counts and disables all CTC interrupts
by resetting the interrupt bits in the control
registers. In addition, the ZC/TO and Interrupt
outputs go inactive, lEO reflects lEI, and

INTERRUPT
1 ENABLES INTERRUPT

o DISABLES INTERRUPT
MODE

J
J

o SELECTS TIMER MODE
1 SELECTS COUNTER MODE
PRESCALER VALUE1
VALUE OF 256
o = VALUE OF 16

=

CLKITRG EDGE SELECTION - - - - - - '

o SELECTS FALLING

EDGE
1 SELECTS RISING EDGE

Do-D7 go to the high-impedance state. All
channels must be completely reprogrammed
after a hardware reset.
The software reset is controlled by bit I in
the channel control word. When a channel
receives a software reset, it stops counting.
When a software reset is used, the other bits in
the control word also change the contents of
the channel control register. After a software
reset a new time constant word must be written
to the same channel.
If the channel control word has both bits D]
and D2 set to I, the addressed channel stops
operating, pending a new time constant word.
The channel is ready to resume after the new
constant is programmed. In timer. mode, if
D3 = 0, operation is triggered automatically
when the time constant word is loaded.

Channel Control Word Programming. The
channel control word is shown in Figure 5. It
sets the modes and parameters described
below.
Interrupt Enable. D7 enables the interrupt, so
that an interrupt output (INT) is generated at
zero count. Interrupts may be programmed in
either mode and may be enabled or disabled
at any time.
Operating Mode. D6 selects either timer or
counter mode.
Prescaler Factor. (Timer Mode Only). D5
selects factor-either 16 or 256.
Trigger Slope. D4 selects the active edge or
slope of the CLK/TRG input pulses. Note that
reprogramming the CLK/TRG slope during
operation is equivalent to issuing an active
edge. If the trigger slope is changed by a control word update while a channel is pending
operation in timer mode, the result is the same
as a CLK/TRG pulse and the timer starts.
Similarly, if the channel is in counter mode,
the counter decrements.

~

L

CONTROL OR VECTOR
0= VECTOR
1 = CONTROL WORD

RESET
0 = CONTINUED OPERATION
. 1 = SOFTWARE RESET
TIME CONSTANT
NO TIME CONSTANT FOLLOWS
1 = TIME CONSTANT FOLLOWS

o=

' - - - - - TIMER TRIGGER"
o = AUTOMATIC TRIGGER WHEN
TIME CONSTANT IS LOADED

1

= CLK/TRG PULSE STARTS TIMER

'TIMER MODE ONLY

Figure 5. Channel Control Word
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Programming Trigger Mode (Timer Mode Only). D3 selects
(Continued)
the trigger mode for timer operation. When D3
is reset to 0, the timer is triggered automatically. The time constant word is programmed
during an I/O write operation, which takes one
machine cycle. At the end of the write operation there is a setup delay of one clock period.
The timer starts automatically (decrements) on
the rising edge of the second clock pulse (T2)
of the machine cycle following the write operation. Once started, the timer runs continuously. At zero count the timer reloads
automatically and continues counting without
interruption or delay, until stopped by a reset.
When D3 is set to I, the timer is triggered
externally through the CLK/TRG input. The
time constant word is programmed during an
I/O write operation, which takes one machine
cycle. The timer is ready for operation on the
rising edge of the second clock pulse (T 2) of
the following machine cycle. Note that the first
timer decrement follows the active edge of the
CLK/TRG pulse by a delay time of one clock
cycle if a ntinimum setup time to the rising
edge of clock is met. If this minimum is not
met, the delay is extended by another clock
period. Consequently, for immediate triggering, the CLK/TRG input must precede T2 by
one clock cycle plus its minimum setup time. If
the minimum time is not met, the timer will
start on the third clock cycle (T 3).
Once started the timer operates continuously, without interruption or delay, until
stopped by a reset.
Time Constant to Follow. A I in D2 indicates
that the next word addressed to the selected
channel is a time constant· data word for the
time constant register. The time constant word
may be written at any time.
A 0 in D2 indicates no time constant word is
to follow. This is ordinarily used when the
channel is already in operation and the new
channel control word is an update. A channel
will not operate without a time constant value.
The only way to write a time constant value is
to write a control word with D2 set.

:~:gJJ~
I
TCS=J
TC.

II~TC2
~:~:
TC,

Figure 6. Time Constant Word
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Software Reset. Setting D1 to 1 causes a software reset, which is described in the Reset
section.
Control Word. Setting Do to 0 identifies the
word as a control word.
Time Constant Programming. Before a channel can start counting it must receive a time
constant word from the CPU. During programming or reprogramming, a channel control
word in which bit 2 is set must precede the
time constant word to indicate that the next
word is a time constant. The time constant
word can be any value from I to 256 (Figure
6). Note that 0016 is interpreted as 256.
In timer mode, the time interval is controlled
by three factors:
• The system clock period (¢)
• The prescaler factor (P), which multiplies
the interval by either 16 or 256
• The time constant (T), which is programmed
into the time constant register
Consequently, the time interval is the product of ¢ X P x T. The minimum timer resolution is 16 x ¢ (4 {tS with a 4 MHz clock). The
maximum timer interval is 256 x ¢ x 256 (16.4 ms
with a 4 MHz clock). For longer intervals
timers may be cascaded.

Interrupt Vector Programming. If the Z-80
CTC has one or more interrupts enabled, it
can supply interrupt vectors to the Z-80 CPU.
To do so, the Z-80 CTC must be pre-programmed with the most-significant five bits of
the interrupt vector. Programming consists of
writing a vector word to the I/O port corresponding to the Z-80 CTC Channel O. Note
that Do of the vector word is always zero, to
distinguish the vector from a channel control
word. D1 and D2 are not used in programming
the vector word. These bits are supplied by
the interrupt logic to identify the channel
requesting interrupt service with a unique
interrupt vector (Figure 7). Channel 0 has the
highest priority.

v,-v,
SUPPLIED
BY USER

~

L

0

= INTERRUPT VECTOR WORD

1 = CONTROL WORD

CHANNEL IDENTIFIER
(AUTOMATICALLY INSERTED
BY CTC)
o 0 CHANNEL 0
o 1 CHANNEL 1
CHANNEL 2
1 0
1 1
CHANNEL 3

=
=
=
=

Figure 7. Interrupt Vector Word

Pin
Description

CEo Chip Enable (input, active Low). When
enabled the CTC accepts control words, interrupt vectors, or time constant data words from
the data bus during an 1/0 write cycle; or
transmits the contents of the down-counter to
the CPU during an 1/0 read cycle. In most
applications this signal is decoded from the
eight least significant bits of the address bus
for any of the four 1/0 port addresses that are
mapped to the four counter-timer channels.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High).

CLK. System Clock (input). Standard singlephase Z-80 system clock.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open drain,
active Low). Low when any Z-80 CTC channel·
that has been programmed to enable interrupts
has a zero-count condition in its down-counter.

CLKITRGo-CLKITRG3' External Clock/Timer
Trigger (input, user-selectable active High or
Low). Four pins corresponding to the four Z-80
CTC channels. In counter mode, every active
edge on this pin decrements the down-counter.
In timer mode, an active edge starts the timer.

CSO-CSI' Channel Select (inputs active High).
Two-bit binary address code selects one of the
four CTC channels for an I/O write or read
(usually connected to Ao and AI).
00-07' System Data Bus (bidirectional,

3-state). Transfers all data and commands
between the Z-80 CPU and the Z-80 CTC.

SYSTEM
BUSES

1;1--------\

CPU

~

T

1\r---1I

PIO

~

INT

INT-L

lEI

+5V

T
INT

lEO

High). High only if IEI is High and the Z-80
CPU is not servicing an interrupt from any
Z-80 CTC channel. IEO blocks lower priority
devices from interrupting while a higher
priority interrupting device is being serviced.

10RQ. Input/Output Request (input from CPU,
active Low). Used with CE and RD to transfer
data and channel control words between the
Z-80 CPU and the Z-80 CTC. During a write
cycle, IORQ and CE are active and RD
inactive. The Z-80 CTC does not receive a
specific write signal; rather, it internally
generates its own from the inverse of an active
RD signal. In a read cycle, IORQ, CE and RD
are active; the contents of the down-counter
are read by the ~-80 CPU. If IORQ and Ml are
both true, the CPU is acknowledging an interrupt request, and the highest priority interrupting channel places its interrupt vector on
the Z-80 data bus.
..
Ml. Machine Cycle One (input from CPU,
active Low). When MI and IORQ are active,
the Z-80 CPU is acknowledging an interrupt.
The Z-80 CTC then places an interrupt vector
on the data bus if it has highest priority, and if
a channel has requested an interrupt (INT).
Used in conjunction with IORQ and CE to
transfer data and channel control words
between the Z-80 CPU and the 2-80 CTC.

RESET. Reset (input active Low). Terminates

lEI
ZCIT01

CTC

lEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active

RD. Read Cycle Status (input, active Low).

RDY

ZC/T02

A High indicates that no other interrupting
devices of higher priority in the daisy chain
are being serviced by the Z-80 CPU.

lEO

lEI
INT

iNT

lEO

•

lEI

•

RDY

DMA

SID

A

to.

~

r

all down-counts and disables
resetting the interrupt bits in
registers; the ZC/TO and the
go inactive; IEO reflects IEI;
high-impedance state.

all interrupts by
all control
Interrupt outputs
Do-D7 go to the

ZC/TOo-ZC/TOz. Zero Count/Timeout (output,
active High). Three ZCITO pins corresponding
to Z-80 CTC channels 2 through 0 (Channel 3
has no ZC/TO pin). In both counter and timer
modes the output is an active High pulse when
the down-counter decrements to zero.

Figure S. A Typical Z-SO Environment
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Timing

Read Cycle Timing. Figure 9 shows read
cycle timing. This cycle reads the contents of a
down-counter without disturbing the count.
During clock cycle T2, the Z-80 CPU initiates a
read cycle by driving the following inputs
Low: RD, IORQ, and CEo A 2-bit binary code
at inputs CS I and CSo selects the channel to
be read. Ml must be High to distinguish this
cycle from an interrupt acknowledge. No additional wait states are allowed.

latched into the appropriate register with the
rising edge of clock cycle TWA. No additional
wait states are allowed.

c~
~
,."",., -;==:::
••

TIME

TIMER

Figure II. Timer Mode Timing
CLK

X

cSo. CS,. CE

X

CHANNEL ADDRESS

IORO

\

I

RD

\

1

---~----------------------------M1
I
_oJ

DATA-------------------~~~----Figure 9. Read Cycle Timing

Write Cycle Timing. Figure 10 shows write
cycle timing for loading control, time constant
or vector words.
The CTC does not have a write signal. input,
so it generates one internally when the read
(RD) input is High during TI. During T2
IORQ and CE inputs are Low. Ml must be
High to distinguish a write cycle from an interrupt acknowledge. A 2-bit binary code at
inputs CS] and CSo selects the channel to be
addressed, and the word being written is
placed on the Z-80 data bus. The data word is

CLK

CSo. CS"

X'____

CE ______

-'X'-___

C_HA_N_N_EL_A_DD_R_ES_S__

\'--__. . .1
AD

--7-----------------------------,
_J

_M1 - - ,or -----------------------------'

DATA ________

~X'_---I-N--~X'-------

Figure 10. Write Cycle Timing
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Timer Operation. In the timer mode, a
CLK/TRG pulse input starts the timer (Figure
11) on the second succeeding rising edge of
CLK. The trigger pulse is asynchronous, and it
must have a minimum width. A minimum lead
time (210 ns) is required between the active
edge of the CLK/TRG and the next rising edge
of CLK to enable the pres caler on the following clock edge. If the CLK/TRG edge occurs
closer than this, the initiation of the timer
function is delayed one clock cycle. This corresponds to the startup timing discussed in the
programming section. The timer can also be
started automatically if so programmed by the
channel control word.

CLK,TRG

INTERNAL
COUNTER

------Jf

ZC'TO _ _ _ _~

Figure 12. Counter Mode Timing

Counter Operation. In the counter mode, the
CLK/TRG pulse input decrements the downcounter. The trigger is asynchronous, but the
count is synchronized with eLK. For the
decrement to occur on the next rising edge of
eLK, the trigger edge must precede eLK by a
minimum lead time as shown in Figure 12. If
the lead time is less than specified, the count
is delayed by one clock cycle. The trigger
pulse must have a minimum width, and the
trigger period must be at least twice the clock
period.
The Ze/TO output occurs immediately after
zero count, and follows the rising CLK edge.

Interrupt
Operation

The 2-80 eTe follows the Z-80 system interrupt protocol for nested priority interrupts and
return from interrupt, wherein the interrupt
priority of a peripheral is determined by its
location in a daisy chain. Two lines-IEI and
IEO-in the eTe connect it to the system daisy
chain. The device closest to the + 5 V supply
has the highest priority (Figure 13). For additional information on the 2-80 interrupt structure, refer to the Z-80 CPU Product Specification and the Z-80 CPU Technical Manual.
HIGHEST PRIORITY
DEVICE

LOWEST PRIORITY
DEVICE

Figure 13. Daisy-Chain Interrupt Priorities

Within the 2-80 eTC, interrupt priority is
predetermined by channel number: Channel 0
has the highest priority, and Channel 3 the
lowest. If a device or channel is being serviced
with an interrupt routine, it cannot be interrupted by a device or channel with lower
priority until service is complete. Higher
priority devices or channels may interrupt the
servicing of lower priority devices or channels.
A 2-80 eTe channel may be programmed to
request an interrupt every time its downcounter reaches zero. Note that the CPU must
be programmed for interrupt mode 2. Some
time after the interrupt request, the CPU sends
an interrupt acknowledge. The CTC interrupt
control logic determines the highest priority
channel that is requesting an interrupt. Then,
if the CTC IEI input is High (indicating that it
has priority within the system daisy chain) it
places an 8-bit interrupt vector on the system
data bus. The high-order five bits of this vector

were written to the eTC during the programming process; the next two bits are prOVided
by the CTC interrupt control logic as a binary
code that identifies the highest priority channel requesting an interrupt; the low-order bit
is always zero.

Interrupt Acknowledge Timing. Figure 14
shows interrupt acknowledge timing. After an
interrupt request, the 2-80 epu sends an interrupt acknowledge (Mland IORO). All channels are inhibited from changing their interrupt request status when Ml is active-about
two clock cycles earlier than IORO. RD is
High to distinguish this cycle from an instruction fetch.
The CTC interrupt logic determines the
highest priority channel requesting an interrupt. If the eTC interrupt enable input (IEI) is
High, the highest priority interrupting channel
within the CTC places its interrupt vector on
the data bus when IORQ goes Low. Two wait
states (TWA) are automatically inserted at this
time to allow the daisy chain to stabilize. Additional wait states may be added.
Return from Interrupt Timing. At the end of
an interrupt service routine the RETI (Return
From Interrupt) instruction initializes the daisy
chain enable lines for proper control of nested
priority interrupt handling. The CTC decodes
the 2-byte RETI code internally and determines
whether it is intended for a channel being serviced. Figure 15 shows RETI timing.
If several 2-80 peripherals are in the daisy
chain, IEI settles active (High) on the chip
currently being serviced when the opcode
ED16 is decoded. If the folloWing opcode is
4D16, the peripheral being serviced is released
and its IEO becomes active. Additional wait
states are allowed.

CLK

,'-_____..JI
' ___I

I

RD\

00-07

- -- - - - -

IEI _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-,----....."- -___
- - -_
J

DATA----------------~--~{(~VE;C~TO;R~)~------

Figure 14. Interrupt Acknowledge Timing
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Figure 15. Return From Interrupt Timing
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Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Voltages on any pin
with respect to GND .......... -0.3 V to +7.0V
Operating Ambient Temperature .. 0 °C to 70°C
Storage Temperature ........ -65°C to + 150 °C

Standard
Test
Conditions

The characteristics below apply for the
following standard test conditions, unless
otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to
GND. Positive current flows into the referenced pin. Standard conditions are as follows:

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
This is cr stress rating only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

+5V
2.1K

• +4.75 V ~ Vee ~ +5.25 V
• .GND = 0 V
• O°C ~ TA ~ +70°C
• ·Output Test Circuit
All ac parameters assume a load capacitance
of 50 pF max.

DC
Characteristics

Symbol

VILe
VIHe
VIL
VIH
VOL
VOH
Icc
ILl
IWH
IWL
IOHD

Capacitance

Symbol

CLK
C IN
C OUT

Parameter

Min

Max

Clock Input Low Voltage
Clock Input High Voltage
Input Low Voltage
Input High Voltage
Output Low Voltage
Output High Voltage
Power Supply Current
Input Leakage Current
3-State Output Leakage Current in Float
3-State Output Leakage Current in Float
Darlington Drive Current

-0.3

+0.45

Parameter

Max

Unit

Clock Capacitance

20

Input Capacitance
Output Capacitance

5
10

pF
pF
pF

V
Vee-·6 Vee + .3 V
-0.3
+0.8
V
+2.0
V
Vee
V
+0.4
V
+2.4
+ 120 rnA
p.A
+10
p.A
+10
-10
p.A
-1.5
rnA
Condition

Unmeasured pins
returned to ground

TA = 25°C, f = 1 MHz

Ordering
Information

Part Number

Z-80 CTC PS
Z-80 CTC CS
Z-80 CTC CE
Z-80 CTC CM
Z-80A CTC PS
Z-80A CTC CS
Z-80A CTC CE
Z-80A CTC CM

eBOB5·0239

Unit

Maximum
Clock Rate

Temperature Range

Package

2.5 MHz
2.5 MHz
2.5 MHz
2.5 MHz
4.0 MHz
4.0 MHz
4.0 MHz
4.0 MHz

O°C to 70°C
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to 80°C
-55°C to 125°C
O°C to 70°C
O°C to 70°C
-40°C to 80°C
-55°C to 125°C

Plastic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Plastic
Ceramic
Ceramic
Ceramic

Test Condition

IOL=2mA
IOH = 250~
VIN = 0 to Vee
VOUT = 2.4 to Ve
VOUT = 0.4 V

VOH=1.5V
REXT = 3900

AC
Characteristics

Number Symbol

Parameter

Z-80 CTC
Min Max
ns
ns
[ 1]

Z-80ACTC
Min Max
ns
ns

Clock Cycle Time

2

TwCH

Clock Width (High)

170

2000

105

2000

3

TwCl

Clock Width (Low)

170

2000

105

2000

4
TfC
5-TrC
6
7

Th
TsCS(C)

400

Clock Fall Time

30

30

Clock Rise Time
All Hold Times

250

[ 1]

TcC

1

30

30
0

0

250

160

TsCE(C)
CE to Clock I Setup Time
200
9-- TsIO(C)--- IORQ I to Clock I Setup Time- 250

150

CS to Clock I Setup Time

8

10
11

TsRD(C)
TdC(DO)

RD I to Clock I Setup Time
Clock I to Data Out Delay

12

TdC(DOz)

Clock I to Data Out Float Delay

115

240

115
240

200

230

110

13- TsDI(C)--- Data In to Clock I Setup Time- 60
14

TsMl(C)

Ml to Clock I Setup Time

TdIEI(IEOf)

lEI I to lEO I Delay

18

TdIEI(IEOr)

lEI I to lEO I Delay
(After ED Decode)

TdCLK(INT)

[3,5]
190
160--[2]

190

130

[3]

220

160

[3]

(TcC + 200)- (TcC + 140)- Timer mode-

CLK/TRG I to INT I

tsCTR(C) satisfied
tsCTR(C) not satisfied
TcCTR

340

300

19- TdC(INT)-- Clock I to INT I Delay

21

90

TdMl(IEO)

17

20

[2]

50

210

Ml I to IEO I Delay (Interrupt
immediately preceding Ml)
16- TdIO(DOI)-- IORQ I to Data Out Delay
(INT A Cycle)
15

Comment

CLK/TRG Cycle Time

(TcC +230)
(TcC + 160)
(2TcC +530) (2TcC + 370)
(2TcC)
(2TcC)

Counter mode
Counter mode
Counter mode

22-TrCTR

CLK/TRG Rise Time

50

50

23

CLK/TRG Fall Time
CLK/TRG Width (Low)

50

50

24

TfCTR
TwCTRI

200

200

25

TwCTRh

CLK/TRG Width (High)

200

200

300

210

Counter mode

210

210

Timer mode

26- TsCTR(Cs)-- CLK/TRG I to Clock I Setup
Time for Immediate Count
TsCTR(Ct)
CLK/TRG I to Clock 1 Setup
27
Time for enabling of Prescaler
on folloWing clock I
28

TdC(ZC/TOr)

Clock 1 to ZC/TO 1 Delay

260

190

29

TdC(ZC/TOf)

Clock I to ZC/TO I Delay

190

190

NOTES:
[I] TcC = TwCh + TwCI + TrC + TIC
[2] Increase delay by 10 ns for each 50 pF increase in loading, 200 pF maximum for data lines and 100 pF for control lines.
[3] Increase delay by 2 ns for each 10 pF increase in loading, 100 pF maximum.
[4] RESET must be active for a minimum of 3 clock cycles.
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15

28

-r
0.598
MAX
PIN 1
IDENTIFICATION

14

---1,~~

A X -I
I- - M0.530

LJ

h
0.012-.~_

U
1~0.600_1
0.008

REF

CI

0.185 0.095
MAX ~

~
0.060
0.020

•

I

I
I

I

0.125
MIN

... 007

0.530
0.040 - :002 TYP
--MAX-

0.065

1_0.110
0.090

- . . . - 0.035
BOTH EN DS

II

0.021
--- -0.015

28-Pin Ceramic Package

~~~----------------~I
0.050

-TYP

0.135
0.125

+

0.020

f---r-.,...,.......--r.."...,..,--,-,-.,--;r-r.,--,-r+.,...,.-,,-,--,n-n-rl~IN

0.015
---- -0.009
~0.625~1
1
.... 025
-.015

t

~
0.090
0.060

0.100
TYP

0.Q18
± .003 TYP

28-Pin Plastic Package

0.050
TYP

0.125
MIN

